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CANOPIES
Alu-Cab started out building aluminium canopies, although we offer a wide range of innovative off-road gear these days, we 

still pride ourselves on being canopy specialists. 

- Aluminium vs Fibreglass: Our canopies are manufactured from aluminium which has superior strength to weight 

ratio, thus it is lighter than most of the popular breglass competing products.

This inherent strength allows the Alu-Cab canopy to carry more load than any other canopies.

- Aluminium VS Steel: The Alu-Cab Canopy is much lighter than any of the steel canopies available on the market, for 

example, the Alu-Cab Canopy for the Ford Ranger DC is up to 40% lighter than the competitors steel canopy.

- The Alu-Cab aluminium range of canopies offers the perfect solution for daily use, work, utilities, expeditions, 

hobbies, sport, holiday, camping and other application one sees t.

- Due to the large range of accessories that we offer our customers are able to convert their canopies to suit their 

different needs.

- Alu-Cab Canopies are very easy to t, even an un-trained tment team will be able to t the canopy in less than 

       45 minutes.

- This fully recyclable metal doesn't rust or weather.

- Besides the advantages of aluminium construction, our canopies have been designed for ease of use, with 3 doors 

opening up for easy access to your load-bin.  Inside the canopy, the roof cross braces double as tie-down rails, as does 

internal base frame, so you can attach accessories to the canopy's interior, sides or roof without any drilling. Or you 

can use the tie-down rails as lashing points to secure your cargo. 

This versatility means that it's entirely possible to use your canopy as a workhorse during the week and an overlanding 

unit on the weekends and holidays. The best of both worlds!

SINGLE CAB DOUBLE CABSUPER CAB



TECHNICAL FEATURES
Choose the model that works best for your requirements:  

EXPLORER CANOPY  ADVENTURE CANOPY  
CANOPY - 900mm WIDE ALLOWING FITMENT OF GAS BOTTLE 

HOLDER and/ or JERRYCAN HOLDER etc. (SPECIAL ORDER)
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FULL WIDTH REAR DOOR, ALLOWS FULL ACCESS 

TO LOAD BAY. 

SLEEK NEW DESIGN 

FRAME 

PANELS

DOORS

LOCKS

GLASS

WEIGHT

FINISHING

FITMENT 

GAS STRUTS 

REINFORCED ROOF

READY TO FIT 

WATERPROOF 

PACKAGING

Our canopies are CAD designed to ensure consistency & quality.

Tig welded aluminium extrusions.

Aluminium sheet CNC laser-cut and bent.

Centre ex, water proof hinges - prevents rain water dripping in when door is open. - Full length 

side doors for maximum access on DC Canopies.

Reliable, tamper-proof and keyed alike.

Automotive safety glass, E-marked.

Approx. 57 kg for DC Canopy one of the lightest canopies of its kind, two people can easily lift it 

onto the load bin.

Side doors available in smooth or tread plate, mill-nish or powder-coated silver / black.

OPTIONAL: dual-colour.

No-drill tment on most modern vehicles. Fitment brackets fasten to manufacturer's load points 

on the load bin. Recommended tment time 20min-30min by one person.

High quality units made in Germany.

One can load 150kg directly on to roof.

Mounting Rail tted on canopy roof as standard. Can be used with M8 cup square bolts, tie 

down rings etc.

The canopy is delivered ready to t to the vehicle, no need to assemble.

Canopy is waterproof.

The canopy is packed in a reinforced box that ensures safe delivery all over

the world.

WARRANTY: 3-year structural warranty & 1-year on working parts (T&Cs apply) 

Alu-Cab also offers a range of CANOPY ACCESSORIES : all bolt on to canopy, with no drilling tment kits.

Door handle on rear High quality locks Centre-ex door hingesStandard mounting rails


